Abstract. This paper initiates a general study of the structure of a regular semigroup 5 via the maximum congruence p on S with the property that each p-class ep, for e = e2 e S, is a rectangular subband of S. Congruences of this type are studied and the maximum such congruence is characterized. A construction of all biordered sets which are coextensions of an arbitrary biordered set by rectangular biordered sets is provided and this is specialized to provide a construction of all solid biordered sets. These results are used to construct all regular idempotent-generated semigroups which are coextensions of a regular idempotent-generated semigroup by rectangular bands: a construction of normal coextensions of biordered sets is also provided.
1. Introduction. We say that a regular semigroup S is a coextension of a (necessarily regular) semigroup F by rectangular bands if there is a homomorphism <í> from S onto F such that, for each idempotent e£5, e((/> ° </>"') is a rectangular subband of S. Thus any orthodox semigroup is a coextension of an inverse semigroup by rectangular bands since the kernel of the minimum inverse congruence on an orthodox semigroup consists of rectangular bands (see Schein [28] , Hall [10] and Meakin [17] for a description of this congruence and its kernel). This fact forms the basis for Hall's construction [12] of orthodox semigroups and for most subsequent work on the structure of orthodox semigroups.
Coextensions by rectangular bands have occurred in several other parts of the literature as well. For example D. Allen shows in [1] how to construct an arbitrary "max-principal" regular semigroup 51 in which fy = ty by building a principally separated max-principal coextension of S by recangular bands: F. Pastijn [25] uses a somewhat similar construction of an arbitrary pseudo-inverse semigroup S by building a very nice coextension of S by rectangular bands. It is the aim of this paper and a later paper to describe how to construct all coextensions of regular semigroups by rectangular bands.
We assume that the reader is familiar with the notions of a regular semigroup and an orthodox semigroup and the basic ideas and notation of semigroup theory-see Clifford and Preston [8] and Howie [14] . We denote the set of idempotents of a regular semigroup S by E(S) and the set of inverses of an element a of S by V(a). If F is a subset of S then E(T) denotes the set of idempotents of S which are in F. The principal reference which we use in this paper is Nambooripad's work [20] (see also [19] ): we shall rely heavily on a familiarity with the notation and content of Nambooripad's paper and shall not repeat his definitions and results here. In particular, the reader is assumed famihar with Nambooripad's notions of biordered sets, regular partial bands, sandwich sets, bimorphisms, r-commutative F-squares, singular and degenerate F-squares, F-chains and his construction of regular partial bands and regular idempotent-generated semigroups. All biordered sets considered in this paper will be regular: consequently we shall omit the adjective "regular" and refer to a regular biordered set simply as a biordered set and a regular Dimorphism as a bimorphism.
In addition, we need to recall some results of Nambooripad [21] on the natural partial order on a regular semigroup. This order is defined as follows. Let S be a regular semigroup and x,y E S: define x < y if and only if Rx < Ry and x = fy for some / E E(RX) (equivalently, x < y iff Lx < Iy and x = yf for some / E E(LX)). Nambooripad [21] showed that < is a partial order on S whose restriction to E(S) is to. The order coincides with the usual natural partial order on S if S is inverse and is closely related to the structure of S. (The natural partial order on S may be used to express all products in S as products the trace of 5-see [21] .) The order is compatible with the multiplication in S if and only if S is pseudo-inverse, i.e. if and only if \S(e,f)\ = 1 for each e,f E E(S) (see Nambooripad [21] , [22] ).
We shall need the following fact concerning the natural partial order. Theorem 1.1 (Nambooripad [21, Theorem 1.8] ). Let <j> be a homomorphism of the regular semigroup S onto the (regular) semigroup T. Then <p preserves and reflects the natural partial orders of S and T; i.e. if x < y (x, y E S) then x<f> < y<b; and if w < z (w, z E F) and y<b = z for some y E S then there exists x E S such that x < y and x<j> = vv.
The congruence p. Let 5 be a regular semigroup and let it (or it(S)) denote the relation on S defined by w(S)-{(x,y)(=SXS:V(x)-V(y)).
It is well known that tr(S) plays an important role in determining the structure of an orthodox semigroup S. B. M. Schein [28] and independently T. E. Hall [10] showed that if S is an orthodox semigroup then ir(S) is a congruence on S and in fact tr(S) is the minimum inverse congruence on S, and Hall [11] , [12] used this congruence to determine the structure of orthodox semigroups. D. B. McAlister and T. S. Blyth [16] studied orthodox semigroups which split over ir(S); several authors have studied congruences on orthodox semigroups via t(S) (see for example the paper by Eberhart and Williams [9] ). Yamada introduced tr(S) in [30] ;
•rr(S) was studied from the point of view of its kernel by Meakin in [17] and Nambooripad and Sitaraman studied congruences associated with ir(S) in [23] . In this section we initiate a study of the role of tr(S) in the structure of regular (not necessarily orthodox) semigroups. An alternative characterization of tr(S) was given by Nambooripad in [18] . We have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Let S be a regular semigroup. Then (a) (x,y) E n if and only if for e E E(Ry), f E E(Ly) the mapping Xe: E(RX) -» E(Ry) defined by Xe(g) = eg for g £ E(RX) is an t-class preserving bijection of E(RX) onto E(Ry), the mapping pf: E(LX) -> E(Iy) defined by gpf = gffor g E E(LX)
is an <3l -class preserving bijection of E(LX) onto E(LÇ) and y = ex/.
(b) Suppose that V(xx) = V(yx) and V(x2) = V(y2)for some xx, x2,yx,y2 E S. If
Lx n Rx and Ly n Ry contain idempotents, then V(xxx2) = V(yly2).
(c) If V(x) = V(e) and e E E(S), then x E E(S).
Proof. Part (a) was announced by Nambooripad in [18] . We provide a proof for completeness.
Suppose first that V(x) = V(y), that e E E(Ry), f E E(Iy). There is an inverse yx of y (and of x) in R¡ n Le, and we have exf = yyxxyxy = yyxy = y. Let 
g E E(RX) and h E E(LX).
There is an inverse y2 of x (and of y) in Rh n Lg, and hence there are idempotents g, E E(Ry) n Iy2 and hx E E(LÇ) n Ry2-Then g, = yy2 = (exf)y2 ~ ex(fy2) = eg since fy2 is easily seen to be an inverse of y (and hence of x) in /L . Similarly hx = hf. Thus the mappings Xe and pf are mappings from E(RX) into E(Ry) and from E(LX) into F^) respectively. Since yx E K(x) there are idempotents ex E E(RX) n L^ and /, E F(LX) n /L . By an argument dual to the above one sees that Xei maps E(Ry) into E(RX) and p} maps F^) into E(LX): one easily checks that Xe¡ and Xe [pj and p^] are mutually inverse mappings.
Suppose conversely that for all e E E(Ry) and / E E(Ly) we have y = exf and the mappings \ and pf satisfy the stated conditions. Let x' £ F(x): then xx' E F^) and x'x E F(LX) and so exx' E F(/L) n L^, and x'xf E F(L,,) n Rx. It follows that there is an inverse y' of y in .f/^ and that y'y = x'x/, >y' = exx' and that x = x'(exx').
Hence y' = y'yy' = x'xjfy' = x'exx'xj^' = x'ex/y' = x'yy' = x'exx' = x' and so x' E K(^). Thus K(x) Ç V(y) and dually F(^) Ç V(x).
To prove part (b), note first that x,x2 E LXj n Rx¡ and ^,^2 6^n iy2. Let g E E(Ryty) = Fi^,). Since (x,,^,) E », the map \: E(RX) = Fi^,^ -» !(/?,_) = E(Rytyi) is an E-class preserving bijection of E(RXX2) onto Fi/L,^. Similarly, if /i E E(lyiyi) = E(Iy2), the map pA is an <3l-class preserving bijection of E(Lx¡Xi) onto £(1^^). We need only show that j^j = gxxx2h.
Let/ = /^ E Iyi n Fy2 and e = e2 E LXi n iî^^ By part (a) we know that there are idempotents/' e Lx¡ n Ry2 = Le n Rf and/" E RX2 n Iyt = Re n Lf and that / = /'/" and in addition yx = gXj/ and y2 = fx2h. Hence yxy2 = gxxfx2h = (gxxf')(f"x2h) = (gxx)(x2h) = gxxx2h and so the result follows from part (a). To prove part (c), suppose that V(x) = V(e) with e E E(S). Then x E K(e) and so ex, xe E E(S). Since ex&e, ex E V(e) = V(x), so x(ex) E £(5) n Hx. But x(ex) = xex = x, so x E E(S) as required.
The relation ir($) is not necessarily a congruence on S: we denote by p (or p(5)) the maximum congruence on S contained in ir(S) and study regular semigroups via the congruence p. We first examine congruences contained in p.
For S, a regular semigroup, we denote by 'Y(S) the equivalence relation T(S) = {(x,y) GSXS: %(V(x)) = %(V(y))} where for X Q S, %(X) = {y E S: y E Hx, some x E JT} = U xex Hx. Proposition 2.2. Let v be a congruence on a regular semigroup S. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) v Ç T(S); (b)/or each e E E(S), ev is a completely simple subsemigroup of S; (c) if x < y and xvy for some x, >> E S, then x = y.
Proof. The equivalence of (b) and (c) was established by Nambooripad in [21] . Suppose that S satisfies (b) and let (x, y) £ v, x' E V(x). If e = xx', / = x'x, then yx' v e and so Hyx, contains an idempotent e, such that e, v e. Let/' £ E(Iy) and h E S(f, /). Then yx' = yhx' v xhx' <o e. But yx' £ /jx' £ xhx' v e, so xAx' = e and so e,£e. But since yx' E //ei it follows that e,wre' for any e' £ E(Ry) and so exy%ex and e^ < y. But e,_y »» ev v ex = x and so exy = y. Hence Ry r\ Le = Ry n Lx< contains the idempotent e,. Dually L,, n Rx> also contains an idempotent, so Hx, contains an inverse of y. Similarly if y' E V(y), then Hy contains an inverse of x and so %(V(x)) = %(V(y)); i.e., (x,y) E ^(S). Hence k Q 1~(S).
It is clear that (a) implies (b), so the equivalence of (a), (b) and (c) follows. As a corollary we deduce the following proposition. (a) v Q tr(S) (equivalently, v Q p(S)); Co) for each e E E(S),ev is a rectangular subband of S; (c) v satisfies the conditions (ï) x vy, x < y implies x = y; and
(ii) v n % = is.
Proof. Suppose first that v satisfies (a). Since <n(S) Q ^(S) it follows from Proposition 2.2 that each ev (e E E(S)) is a completely simple subsemigroup of S. Let e E E(S) and e v x for some x £ S. Then K(e) = K(x) so by Lemma 2.1(c), x E E(S). Thus for each e E E(S), ev is a completely simple subband of S; i.e., er is a rectangular band.
Suppose next that v satisfies (b) and let (x,.y) £ v. By Proposition 2.2 we have (x,.y) E T(5). Let x' E V(x) and/ E V(y) n r7x.. Now xy' vyy', so xy' E E(S), so xy' = xx'. Similarly yx' = yy', x'y = y'y,y'x = x'x. Thus
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Thus conditions (a) and (b) are equivalent. It is clear that v ÇZ tr(S) implies v satisfies (c). Suppose that v satisfies (c). Then by Proposition 2.2, each ev (e E E(S)) is a completely simple subsemigroup of S. Since v n % = is it follows that % is the identity relation on ev (e E E(S)); so ev is a rectangular band. Hence v satisfies (b). This completes the proof.
We say that a biordered set F is rectangular if for e, / E E there are elements g, h E F such that [¿ ^] is an F-square. It is an easy matter to see that E is rectangular if and only if F is the biordered set of a completely simple semigroup or equivalently if and only if <o = iE.
It is clear from Proposition 2.3 that if v is a congruence on S for which v Q it(S), then E(v) is a biorder congruence on the biordered set E(S) whose congruence classes are rectangular biordered subsets of E(S). We next establish some basic properties of biorder congruences of this type.
Let 9 be a bimorphism from the biordered set E onto the biordered set F and suppose that the congruence classes of 9 ° 9 ~x are all rectangular. For each a £ F denote the rectangular biordered set a9 ~ ' by Ea = Ia X Aa. Elements of Ea are pairs (/, X) E Ia X Aa: in Fa we have (i, A)6l(j, f) iff * = /. ('"> X)t(J, /*) iff X -¡t, wr = 61, o>' = £ and the basic products in Ea are the obvious products of 61-or £-related elements. Proof, (a) Choose e E F", / E Eß and let /i E S(e,f). Then A0 E S(e9,fl) = £(a, j3) = {«) so /i e £". Since e, A E Ea and A E w'(e) it follows from the fact that Ea is rectangular that e£A. The product hf exists in the biordered set E since Lemma 2.5. For all e, f E E, S(e,f)9 = S(e0,ß); if e £ Ea, f E Eß and y £ S(a, ß) then M(e,f) n Ey^Uand M(e,f) n Ey Q S(e,f). and so / E S(e,f) since tx E S(e,f). Theorem 2.6. Let S be a regular semigroup, e,f E E(S) and v a congruence on S contained in tr(S).
(a) If ex E ev, fx^fv and p0 £ M(e,f) then there are elements q0 £ M(ex,f), r0 E M(ex,fx), s0 E M(e,fx) such thatp0 v q0v r0v s0 and ' Po % is a rectangular band: ifp0 £ S(e,f) then q0 £ S(ex,f), r0 E S(ex,fx), s0 E S(e,fx). Proof, (a) Let ex £ ev,fx £ fv andp0 E M(e,f) and let q0 = p0ex. Since q0 v p0e = p0 we have q0 E E(S) and clearly q0 E w'(e,). Since q0urp0 and <70 v p0 it follows from Proposition 2.2(c) that <?06lPo-We thus have q0 v p0, ç06î/j0 and q0 E M(ex,f).
If we let r0 = fxp0ex and s0 = /,p0 we see in a similar way that p0 v q0 v r0 v Sq, r0 E M(ex,fx), s0 £ M(e,fx) and that p06La0£r06ly0£p0. It follows easily that [* ?°] is a rectangular band.
Suppose now that p0 E S(e,f) and let A E S(ex,f). Then p0 E V(ef), A E K(e!/) and efv exf, so F(e/) = V(exf). Thusp0 E V(exf) and so exfp0 = exp0 E £(5) n Lpo D ReJ. Since p0v q0= p0ex, we have F(/>0) = F^e, ) and so (eiPo)(Poei) = e\Poei = e\% G ^i-S) n F£iA n L9o by Lemma 2.1(a). Since e,A E E(S) n Äe/, we have e1^06le1A. Similarly q0fthf, so ^0 E S(ex,f) since A £ S(ex,f). Similarly r0 E 5(e"/,) and s0 E S(e,fx). This completes the proof of (a).
(b) Let e, E ei»,/, £ fv,p0 E S(e,f) and r, £ S(e,,/,). By part (a) we know that fxp0ex E 5(e,,/,) and since (by Nambooripad shows that s3 = rxfxPo E E(S) n Lpo n Rr>, so p0rx E R^ n 4, and /•,/>,, E /L_ n Lpo. But ^r2 = p0exrx vp0erx = p0r" sop0r, £ E(S) by Lemma 2.1(c). Hence q2 = p0rx (since q2,p0rx £ F(S) and 923Cp0r1). Similarly s3 = r,p0 and so
is a rectangular band. Now by the result of part (a) (with e and e, interchanged and / and /, interchanged) it follows that frx E Lr n S(e"/); also p0e, £ F^, n S(ex,f). Since S(ex,f) is a rectangular band and <?2 E F^,^ n Lfr¡ it follows that 92 E S(ex,f). Similarly s3 E S(e,fx). This completes the proof of part (b) and hence the theorem.
Remark 2.7. The situation described in Theorem 2.6 may be pictured in Diagram 1 below. In this diagram p¡ E S(e,f), q¡ £ S(ex,f), r¡ E S(ex,fx), s¡ E S(e,fx) andp, »< a(. v r, j< j, for i = 0, 1, 2, 3.
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We proceed now to a characterization of the congruence p(S). We first introduce the following notion of similarity between principal left or right ideals.
Let S be a regular semigroup and x, y E S. We say that the right ideals xS and y S are similar, written xS oeyS, if there exist e E E(RX) and/ E E(Ry) such that e£/ and 9f = X/|£(;cS) is an £-class preserving bijection of wr(e) onto <or(/) satisfying the following conditions:
(1) For all g E E(S) and k E S(g, e), 0/S(g, e)) = S(g,f) and (ke,(9fk)f) E "(S).
(2) For all u E 5, w' £ K(m) and A: £ S(u'u, e), (uku', u9fku') E it(S). Similarity between principal left ideals is defined dually. Proof. Let a = {(x,y): xS oeyS, Sx « Sy and>> = exf for some e E F^) and / E E(Iy)}. If (x,y) E p(S) = p, then for any x' E V(x), xx' pyx' and x'x p x'.y.
Since xx'£yx', by Proposition 2.8 we have xS1 = xx'S myx'S = yS. Similarly x'x6lx'_y and by the dual of Proposition 2.8, Sx « Sy. Finally.y = (yx')x(x'y) and so (x, y) E a.
Conversely suppose that (x, y) E a. Then xS ?» y S and so there exist ex £ E(RX), /, E E(Ry) such that e,£/, and 9f¡ = A^Jw^e,) is a bijection of ur(ex) onto cor(/,) satisfying the conditions of the foregoing definition. Then by Proposition 2.8, (e,,/,) E p. Dually there exist e2 E E(LX) and/2 E F(4) such that e26l/2 and (e2,/2) £ p. Now y = exf where e E F^)
and/ E E(Ly). Since 0^ is an £-class preserving bijection of E(RX) onto E(Ry) there exists e' E E(RX) such that e = fxe' and there exists/' E E(LX) such that/ = /'/2. Hence fxxf2 = (fxe')x(f'f2) = ex/ = >> and so V(x) = F(>>). Therefore if x' is the inverse of x in 4, n Fe then ex = xx', /, = yx', e2 = x'x and/2 = x'y. Since e, pfx, we have x = e,x pfxx = yx'x and since e2 pf2,yx'x = ye2 pyf2 = y x'y = y. Hence x py.
In what follows, for convenience we shall say that two 6l-classes R, R' are similar, written R « R', if for each e E E(R), Xe is an £-class preserving bijection from E(R') onto E(R). Similarity of two £-classes is defined similarly. The following corollary is immediate. We say that S is p-irreducible if p(S) is the identity congruence on S. The following proposition shows that every regular semigroup S has a p-irreducible homomorphic image.
Proposition 2.12. Let S be a regular semigroup and v a congruence on S for which v C p(S). Then p(S/v) = p/v. In particular, p(S/p) is the identity congruence on S/p, i.e. S/p is p-irreducible.
Proof. We first prove that the congruence p/v = {(xv,yv) E S/v X S/v: (x, y) E p} satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Proposition 2.3(c). Note fùst that if (xv,yv) E p/v for some x,y £ S then there exist elements x', y' G S such that x'v = xv,y'v = yv and x' py'. Now (x', x) E v Q p and (y',y) E v G p, so x py.
Suppose that xv < yv and (xv,yv) E p/v. By Theorem 1.1 we can find x' £ S such that x'v = xv and x' < y. Thus (x'v,yv) £ p/v and so (x',y) £ p, and so x' = y by Proposition 2.3. Hence xv = yv and p/v satisfies condition (i) of
Proposition 2.3(c).
Suppose now that (xv,yv) £ p/v n %■ Then x py and so y = exf for some e E E(Ry), f E F(4) by Lemma 2.1. Thus ev<S\yv%xv, fvtyv%xv and so xv = (ev)(xv)(fv) = (exf)v = yv, so p/v n % = ts/v and p/v satisfies condition (ii) of Proposition 2.
3(c). Hence p/v Q p(S/v).
Suppose conversely that ö is a congruence on S/v contained in p(S/v) and let a = {(x,y) E S X S: (xv,yv) E 5). Then a is a congruence on S such that v Q a. Let (x,y) E a and x < y. Then (xv,yv) E ö and xv < >^ so, by Proposition 2.3, xi» = yv. Thus x < y and xv = yv and since v Q pit follows (again by Proposition 2.3) that x = y. Again, if x%y and (x,y) £ o then xv%yv and (xv,yv) E 5. Since a Ç p(S/v) it follows that xp = .y»». Hence x%y and (x,>>) £ p and since v Ç p, it follows that x = /. Thus a Q p (by Proposition 2.3) and hence 5 = a/v ÇZ p/v. In particular p(S/v) Q p/v and so p(S/v) = p/f as required. The final statement in the proposition follows by taking v = p.
We next examine some connections between congruences contained in p and idempotent-separating congruences (congruences contained in %). Proof. Part (a) is obvious. To prove (b), let (x, y) E it ° %, so that (x, z) E tt and (z,.y) E % for some z E S. Let x' E F(x) = V(z) and let w = xx'^x'x. Since (x, z) £ tt, it follows from Lemma 2.1(a) that Lx. n Rz contains an idempotent, so that xx'y E Rxx. n 4 and hence w E Hx; i.e., (x, w) E %. Let e £ F(F,,), / E E(ly). Since (x, z) E 77 it follows from Lemma 2.1(a) that Xe is an £-class preserving bijection from E(RX) = E(RW) onto F(FZ) = F^) and pf is an 6l-class preserving bijection from E(LW) onto F(4)-We need to show that y = ewf. Since (x, z) E 77 it follows from Lemma 2.1(a) that exx' E E(Ry) and x'x/ E E(Ly), so ewf = exx'yx'xf = y as required. Thus (w, y) E 77 and so (x, y) E DC ° 77. Thus 77 ° DC ç % ° 77 and it follows that 77 ° DC = DC ° 77. Clearly 77 ° DC ç ^(S) since CV(S') is an equivalence relation containing 77 and DC.
To prove (c), suppose that a and v are congruences on S such that o G DC and p C it and let (x, y) G v ° a. Then we have (x, z) G v and (z, _y) E a for some z E S and again we let x' G V(x) and vv = xx'yx'x.
We have vv = xx'yx'x a xx'zx'x = xx'x = x (since x' E V(x) = V(z)) and vv = xx'yx'x v zx'yx'z = y since zx' E E(Ry) and x'z E E(Iy). Hence (x,y) E a ° v.
To prove (d), let S = S/a and ? = (v ° o)/a; denote xo (x E S) by x. It suffices to show that v c 77 = tt(S). Suppose that (¿7, v) G v. Now v = {(x, y) E S X S: (x, y) G v ° a = o ° v) and (x, y) G a ° v implies (x, w) E v and (w,y) E a for some w E S. Hence we may assume that (u, v) G v and so V(u) = V(v). In order to show that V(û) = K(ü) it suffices to show that V(U) = {¿7': u' G V(u)). It is clear that if u' G V(u), then Q' G V(Ü); the converse follows from Lemma 1 of Hall [13] . Thus (¿7, v) G m and so v G m from which it follows that v G p(S) = p(S/o).
As a corollary, we have the following result. Corollary 2.14. If S is a p-irreducible regular semigroup then so is any %-coextension of S.
Proof. Let F be a regular semigroup for which T/o -S for some idempotentseparating congruence a on T. Then p(T) ° a/a G p(T/o) = p(S) = is, so p(T) » a/a = is. Let (x,y) E p(T) for some x,y E T. Then (x,y) G p(T) ° a so (xa, _ya) E p(F) » a/a, so xo = ya. Hence p(T) ÇZ a, so p(^) £ p(X) ilaÇ tt(T) n DC, so p(T) = iT; i.e., T is p-irreducible. Thus any DC-coextension of 5 is p-irreducible.
A significant improvement on several of the results of this section may be obtained in the case in which S (or S/p(S)) is pseudo-inverse. The authors will provide a simpler characterization of the congruence p(S) in this case as well as a characterization of p-irreducible pseudo-inverse semigroups in a later paper.
3. Coextensions of biordered sets by rectangular biordered sets. If S and 5" are regular semigroups, we say that S is a coextension of S" by rectangular bands if there is a homomorphism 0: S -* S' from S onto S' such that the congruence classes of ker 9 which contain idempotents are rectangular bands. If E and F' are biordered sets then we say that F is a coextension of E' by rectangular biordered sets if there is a bimorphism 9: E -» F' from E onto E' such that, for each e E E, e(9 ° 0 ~ ') is a rectangular biordered subset of F: clearly if S is a coextension of S" by rectangular bands then E(S) is a coextension of E(S') by rectangular biordered sets. Any band may be viewed as a coextension of a semilattice by rectangular bands and any orthodox semigroup may be viewed as a coextension of an inverse semigroup by rectangular bands. The double four-spiral semigroup of Byleen, Meakin and Pastijn [3] is a coextension of the fundamental four-spiral semigroup [2] by rectangular bands. Proposition 2.3 shows that if S is a regular semigroup and v is a congruence on S contained in p(5), then S is a coextension of S/v by rectangular bands. In this section we show how to construct all coextensions of biordered sets by rectangular biordered sets. The results may be viewed as a generalization of Petrich's construction [26] of bands from semilattices and rectangular bands.
Let 0 be a bimorphism from the biordered set F onto the biordered set F and suppose that, for each e E F, e(9 ° 0 ~ ') is a rectangular biordered set. For each a G F denote the rectangular biordered set a9 ~ ' by Ea = Ia X Aa as in Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5.
If a G F we denote (y E F: y6La} by r(a); similarly 1(a) = {y E F: y£a).
Recall that k = wr u to'. We introduce mappings ty^py IB -* Iaß and fy'py Aß -> Aßa, defined for certain elements ß E F as follows.
Let e £ Ea, ß G F and ß k a. Let i G Iß, let g = (i, X) E Eß and let A E S(e, g) n EBa (such an element A exists by Lemma 2.5). Since ßaCR-ß, g E Eß, h E Eßa. and Au/g, it follows from Lemma 2.4 that A6lg, so A = (i, p), some p E A^,. Now Aco'e so eh G E and eA£A, so eA = (J, p) for some/ E 1^^ = Iaß-We define a map <t>r\ßy Iß -* ¡aß °y $r\p{.í) = }■ Note tnat if $ is anv reguiar semigroup for which E(S) = E then eA6leg in S. Suppose now that g' = (i, X') G Eß. for some ß' G r(ß) such that ß' k a. Then in S, eg'Sieg', so the map <j>^ß) = <t>r\ß-) is well defined. If y E r(ß) we define <f>^y) = 4>r\ß)> thus a map <j>^ is defined whenever e G Ea and there is some ß E r(y) such that ß k a. Let <¡> denote the set of all maps <¡>^y) defined this way.
We define maps ip,eM in a similar fashion if e E Ea and there is some ß E l (y) such that ß k a. Choose g = (i, X) G Eß, f = (j, X) G S(g, e) and let fe = (J, p) and define Xip,eM = p. Denote the set of all such maps by ip.
We write the maps <j>^ß) on the left and the maps t/^ on the right. Conditions which these mappings must satisfy are provided in the following proposition. It is convenient to regard 5 as a regular semigroup with E(S) = F and to think of the <j>f(B) and \j/,e(ß) mappings defined above as being induced by left and right translations by e respectively. Remark. Since o/îw'yyS it follows that (yß)(8ß) to y/8 and so (yß)(8ß)wry, so (Yß)(8ß)y w y and hence (yß)(8ß)yu'ay.
Thus the mapping ^ = ^(y/8x5^y) is defined. Similarly ^ is defined. Furthermore, <¡>¡fS): ISß -+ Iiy0Km, so <i>^l)«/>^) is defined; a similar argument shows that ^Hs^lii) is defined. The products eA and hf are of course basic products of F. The condition (P3) is self-dual. We proceed now to show that coextensions of biordered sets by rectangular biordered sets may be obtained from mappings satisfying these conditions. Let F be a biordered set. For each a G F let Ea = Ia X Aa be a rectangular Proof. Suppose that fu>re, so that ^ßX(j) =/• In order that <$>^ß) is defined we must have some y £ r(ß) such that y k a. Since <b^ß) = </>^y): Iy -* Iay and ^^(j) = j, we have y6Wy; since y£ay this forces y = ay, so ytora, so ßura. Suppose now that/6te, so that/o/e and ecoj. Then a6l/8 and 4>^ß)(j) = j, <t>^a)(i) = ». By (PI), r(ß)Ü) = '» so ' = J-Thus e6l/ implies /' =/. Conversely, if /' =/, then by (PI), <$>r\ß)(j) = i = j and <t>^a)(i) = j = i so eurf and/o/e, i.e., e6l/. To check that the products defined above are well defined we suppose e6l/; then/to re so e/ = / = (j, p): also ewf so ef = (/, X^{a)) = (j, Xxpfia)) = (/, p) by the dual of (PI), i.e., the products ef defined from eicj and /tore coincide. Similarly the product fe is well defined if e6l/; a dual argument deals with the case e£/. The product ef is clearly well defined if e(x u k~ ")/and (e,f) <2 61 u £.
We have defined relations tor and ul and basic products e/for e(ic u «"')/• We consider F to be a partial algebra with domain DE = « u k-1. The sets M(e,f) and S(e, f) (for e, / £ F) are defined in the usual way:
M(e,f)={gGE:gGa>'(e)nur(f)}, and
S(e,f) = {A E M(e,f): egw'eh andgfoi'hf, Vg £ M(e,f)}.
Assume now that the </> and \p mappings satisfy the conditions (P2) (and its dual) and (P3) (where the products which occur in (P3) are basic products defined above). We show in a sequence of lemmas that F is a biordered set.
Lemma 3.3. FAe relations o>r and u1 on E are quasi-orders.
Proof. Let e = (/, X) E Ea. Then </>^a)(0 = / by (PI), so ea/e; dually eu'e, i.e., Also Xtf(ß)tf(ßa) = Xxp,lß) by (P2), so/ew'e, and «fc^O") = «^(O = i, so/eto'e.
Hence fe u e, and (B21) is satisfied.
(B22). Suppose that e E Ea, f -(i, X) E Eß, g = (i', X') G Ey and that gu'f and /, g E tor(e). Then ge = (/', X'^y)) E Eya and /e = (i, XxP,e(ß)) G E^. Now (B31). Suppose that g = (i, X) E Ey,f E F^ and e E Fa and that goijco'e. Then g/ = (i, Xtf(y)), ge = (/, X^y)) and (ge)f = (/, XtfM^ya)). By (P2) we have tf(yyt{ya) = i^Y), sog/ = (ge)f, as required.
(B32). Suppose that g = (i, X) E Ey, f E F^, e G Ea and that gw/ and f, g G <o'(e). Then/g = (<^y)(/), X) £ Fy, (/g)e = (^y)(/), X^y)) £ Eya, ge = (i, X^y)) E Fya and (fe)(ge) = (<ya)(/), X^). Now ß G S(ß, a), f G M(f, e) n Eß, y G M(ß, a) and /3y6l(/fy)a = (ßa)(ya) in F by axiom (B32), so by (P3), we havê {y)^y) = ^ßy^yy since Y«to'/?a the dual of (P2) implies that <b%ya) = <(^XYa))^Y«)> so +&) = ^y)^y) since Y^Y« and /?y6l(/3a)(y«). Hence «^(yW'Ky) = ^/Sy^Y) = <t>r\ßy)(<t>rlßy)<Prly)) = W/îy^/îy))«^) = <$/3y)^y) (by (p2) since 0Y"'£ ^8«) = <Í,Í(Y)' so <t>%y)(i) = <^y)<^y)(0 = <^y)(/) since gure implies <J^y)(z) = f. Hence (fg)e = (fe)(ge) as required. This completes the proof of the lemma, since the duals of (B21), (B22), (B31) and (B32) are verified in a dual fashion.
Lemma 3.5. If e G Ea, f G Eß, y G S(a, ß) and h E M(e,f) n Fy, then A E
S(e,f); furthermore, S(e,f) ¥= \3, so E satisfies condition (R).
Proof. Let g = (/, X) E M(e,f) n Es. Then S E M(a, ß) so ô -< y in F, i.e., aôto'ay and Sßu'yß. Then eg = (^fi)(í), X) £ EaS and «fc^^O') = ïrZstâs&hi') (since go//) = <t>rfas)<P^yßxsß))^r%)(') by (P3). Now in F, there exists an and so 4>rTaS)4>r\it)i') -Kyßxsß))^') = <t>r\s)<>fns)(') by (P3) = <b^S)(i) since g<or/, and it follows that egwreh. Similarly gfw'hf, so g -< A, and A £ S(e,f), as required.
To verify that S(e,f) ^ Q suppose that e E Fa,/ E Eß and î = (y, v) e 4 f°r some y E S(a, ß). Then (<^y)(/), /x^y)) £ Fy n M(e,/), so Ey n M(e,/) *= D-It follows from the first part of the proof that S(e, /) ^ Q so £ satisfies condition (R).
Lemma 3.6. F is a biordered set.
Proof. It remains to verify that F satisfies condition (B4). Let / E Eß, g G Ey and e G Ea and suppose that f, g G wr(e). We need to check that S(f, g)e = SUe, ge).
Let A E S(f, g) n Es. Then Ae6lAiorg6lge, so Aeto'ge, and A,/ E icr(e), hu'f, so heu'fe by (B22). Thus Ae E M(fe, ge) n E^. Since F is a biordered set, F satisfies (B4), so 5a E S(ßa, ya), so by Lemma 3.5, Ae £ S(fe, ge). Thus S(f,g)e Q S(fe, ge).
Conversely, let t = (i, X) G S(fe, ge). Since F satisfies (B4), there is some 8 £ S(ß, y) such that t E F^. Now by axioms (B32) and (B31), oa£(0a)(«a) = (ß8)a u ßa<3Lß and We denote the biordered set F built this way by F = E(F, {Ea}, </>, ip).
Proposition 3.7. The mapping 0: E ^> F defined by eO = a if e £ Ea is a bimorphism from the biordered set E onto the biordered set F.
Proof. If e E Ea and/ £ Eß then the products ef and/e are defined if and only if a k ß or ß k a. Thus (e,f) £ DE implies ((e0), (ß)) E DF. It is also clear that
(ef)9 = (e0)(/0) when (e,f) E DE.
Let e G Ea, f G Eß and A E S(e,f) n Fy. Since Ato'e it follows by definition of u' that yto'a; similarly ytor/8, so y E M(a, ß). If 8 G M(a, ß) and g = (i, X) E Es, then as in the proof of Lemma 3.5, g' = (^^(i), X\p^ E Es n M(e,f), so g' < h in F, from which it follows that 5 -< y in F. Thus y E 5(a, /8) and so S(e,f)9 G S(e9, f9). Thus 0 is a bimorphism.
We summarize the results obtained in this section in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.8. Let F be a biordered set and for each a G F let Ea = Ia X Aa be a rectangular biordered set such that Ia = Iß if a 61/8, Ia C\ Iß = □ otherwise, Aa = Aî f a£/8 and Aa n A^ = □ otherwise. Suppose that there are well-defined sets <p, \p of maps <t>%ßy 4 = 7y ~* 7«y defined f°r e G 4 and Y G Kß) w/'A y k a, a/ia" i/^: A^g = Ay -» Aya defined for e E Ea and y G r( ß) with y k a. If the <¡> and \p mappings satisfy (P1)-(P3) and their duals then the products on the set E = U"6f £" defined in Lemma 3.2 are well-defined products and relative to this partial binary operation E = E(F, {Ea}, <¡>, \¡/) is a biordered set and the map 9: E ^ F defined by e9 = a if e G Ea is a bimorphism from E onto F, i.e., E is a coextension of F by rectangular biordered sets. Every coextension of F by rectangular biordered sets is obtained this way.
We close this section by providing a somewhat simpler construction of all sohd biordered sets. A solid biordered set is one in which 61 ° £ = £ ° 61 (see Clifford [6] ). Solid biordered sets are the biordered sets of completely regular semigroups (Clifford [6] ). Several authors have studied the structure of completely regular semigroups (see, for example, Lallement [15], Petrich [27] , Clifford and Petrich [7] and Warne [29]) and a structure theorem for solid biordered sets may in principle be extracted from these papers.
From the results of Clifford [6] it is easy to see that a biordered set F is solid if and only if F is a coextension of a semilattice F by rectangular biordered sets Ea (a G F). If F is a semilattice then r(a) = {a} = 1(a) for all a £ F and a>r = w' = to = <, the semilattice order in F, and so the maps 4>r\ß) and i/^ may be replaced by maps <#>|: 4 -* 4 anc* ^1 = ^-ß ~* ^ß ^or e e ^« an<* ß **■ a-Tims the conditions (P1)-(P3) and their duals reduce to conditions (S1)-(S3) (and their duals) below. Corollary 3.9. Let F be a semilattice and for each a G F ¡et Ea = Ia X A" be a rectangular biordered set such that Ia n 4 = O and ^a H ^ß ~ O 'f « # ß-Suppose that for each a, ß G F with ß < a and each e G Ea, there are maps <t>J¡: Iß -» 4 and xpßAß -» A^ which satisfy the conditions (S1)-(S3) and their duals. Then the products on the set E = UagF Ea defined in Lemma 3.2 are well-defined products relative to which E is a solid biordered set (which is a coextension of F by rectangular biordered sets). Every solid biordered set is obtained this way.
Remark. In §4 we shall see that we need to impose an additional restriction on the <f> and >// mappings of Corollary 3.9 in order that E admits a band structure; the conditions (S1)-(S3), together with this additional condition, will be equivalent to the conditions imposed by Petrich [26] in his construction of bands. This shows clearly the distinction between the concepts of "solid biordered set" and "orthodox biordered set" (i.e., the biordered set of some orthodox semigroup). 4 . Regular idempotent-generated semigroups and regular partial bands. Recall that a partial algebra B is called a regular partial band if B is the partial algebra of idempotents of some regular semigroup S (relative to the multiplication in S). If B is a regular partial band then, relative to the basic products in B, B becomes a biordered set called the biordered set determined by B and denoted in this section by E(B). If F is a biordered set then there may be many regular partial bands B and many regular idempotent-generated regular semigroups S for which E(B) = E(S) = F. We assume in this section that the reader is completely familiar with Nambooripad's construction [20] of all regular idempotent-generated semigroups determining a given biordered set F and with the construction of Clifford [4] , [5] and Nambooripad [20] of all regular partial bands determining F. All notation and terminology relevant to these constructions is also assumed here without further comment or explanation.
In [24] Pastijn introduced a generalization of the concept of the sandwich sets in a biordered set. We summarize his ideas below.
Let F be a biordered set and e" . . . , ek £ F. We define sets M(ex, . . ., ek) and S(ex,... we have e, . . . ek = e,/,e2/2 . . . ek_xfk_xek = ws(C) where C is the E-chain C = C(exfx,fx,fxe2, . . . ,/,/e, + 1 = e, + 1/ + 1, . . . ,fk-Xek).
The following proposition follows immediately from the definition of the sandwich sets. Proposition 4.2. Let 9 be a bimorphism from E to E' and let ex, . . . , ek E E. Then S(ex, . . ., ek)9 G S(ex9, . . . , ek9).
Let F be a biordered set and S, S' regular idempotent-generated semigroups with E(S) = E(S') = E. We say that S is richer than S' (or S' is poorer than S) if iE extends to a homomorphism from S' onto S. We now prove a proposition which provides information about when bimorphisms extend to homomorphisms between regular idempotent-generated semigroups. Theorem 4.3. Let S and S' be regular idempotent-generated semigroups with E(S) = F and E(S') = F' and let 0: E^>E' be a bimorphism from E to E'. Then we have the following.
(1) FAe natural extension of 9 to a mapping from S to S' is a well-defined homomorphism from S to S' if and only if the image of every E-cycle y GTS under § (9) is an E-cycle in Ts.. In particular if S and S' are fundamental then 9: S -* S' is a homomorphism.
(2) If 9 is surjective there exists a poorest regular idempotent-generated semigroup S{ with E(S{) = E' such that 9 extends to a homomorphism from S to S[. (3) There exists a richest regular idempotent-generated semigroup Sx with E(SX) = F such that 0 extends to a homomorphism from Sx to S'.
Proof. (1) Suppose that 0 extends to a homomorphism from S to S" and let y = C(e = e0, . . . , e" = e) E Ts. Then §(9)(y) = C(eo0,. . ., e"0); since e0 . . . e" = e we have eo0 . . . e"0 = e0 so § (0)(y) £ Ts.. Suppose conversely that § (0)(y) E rs-for each y E Ts. Then by [20, Theorem 6.9(c)], there exists a unique homomorhism </>: Fr -> S" such that xr ° E(<¡>) = 0. If ips is the isomorphism of S onto BT then E(xps) = Xr and so F(i/>5 ° <j>) = 9. Therefore \ps ° <j> is a homomorphism of S into S' that extends 0. If S and S' are fundamental then Ts consists of all T-commutative F-cycles in F and Ts. consists of all T-commutative F-cycles in F'; it is clear that if y £ Ts, then §(9)(y) E Ts,.
(2) Since the image under § (9) of every T-commutative F-cycle in F is T-commutative in F' it follows that every F-cycle in Ts9 is T-commutative. Now the intersection of any family of proper, closed sets of F-cycles is again proper and closed, so there is a least proper, closed set F of F'-cycles containing Ts9. By [20, Theorem 6.9] there is a regular idempotent-generated semigroup S[ such that E(S'X) = F' and Ts. = F. By (1) of the present theorem, 0 extends to a homomorphism from S to S{. If S" is a regular idempotent-generated semigroup with E(S") = F' such that 9 extends to a homomorphism from S to S" then again by (1), Ts0 ç rs», so F G Ts~. Hence iE extends to a homomorphism of S{ into S" and so S'x is poorer than 5"'.
(3) Let Tg-i denote the set of all T-commutative F-cycles y in F such that S(0)(y) £ rs<. It is clear that all singular (and degenerate) F-cycles belong to T8-\. Also y £ Tg-i implies y_1 E r9-i. Furthermore, if y E Ttf-i and e E to(ey) then since y is T-commutative, e * y is a T-commutative F-cycle and § (0)(e * y) = e0 * §(0)(y). Since S(0)(y) E Ts, and Ts, is proper it follows that e0 * §(9)(y) G Ts. and so e * y E Te ¡. Hence Te-¡ is a proper set of F-cycles. Now let C, C E §(E) and C^r9_, C. Then there exist C" C2 £ S(F) and y E r"-i such that C = CXC2 and C" = C,yC2. Therefore, @(9)(C) = §(9)(CX) §(9)(C2) and §(9)(C) = g(0)(C1)S(0)(y)S(0)(C2), so S(0)(C) -^ps. g(0)(C).
Hence, in general, if C-^C in S(F) then S(0)(C) r].g(0)(C) in g(F'). Thus if y is an F-cycle such that y ~r#_,C(ey) then S(0)(y)ElY since Ts, is closed. Since an elementary T0-.-transition takes a T-commutative F-cycle to a T-commutative F-cycle (each y £ T9i is T-commutative) it follows that y is T-commutative and hence y £ T9-i. Thus T9-> is closed.
Thus by [20, Theorem 6.9] there is a regular idempotent-generated semigroup Sx such that E(SX) = F and Ts = rtf-i. Then by (1) of the present theorem 0 extends to a homomorphism from Sx to S'. If S2 is any regular idempotent-generated semigroup with E(S2) = F such that 0 extends to a homomorphism from S2 to S', then Ts 0 G Ts-and so by the definition of Sx, rSj Q Ts. Hence iE extends to a homomorphism of S2 onto 5, and so Sx is richer than S2. This completes the proof of the theorem.
If 0 is a homomorphism from a regular idempotent-generated semigroup S to a regular idempotent-generated semigroup S' we say that 0 is strong if for each s £ S, s £ F(5) if and only if s9 G E(S'). We have the following theorem.
Theorem 4.4. Let S' be a regular idempotent-generated semigroup and 9: E -* E(S') a surjective bimorphism such that the congruence classes o/ker 0 are rectangular biordered sets. Let S be the richest regular idempotent-generated semigroup with E(S) = F such that 9 extends to a homomorphism from S onto S'. Then 9 is a strong homomorphism if and only if every E-cycle y in E such that §(9)(y) G Ts. is t-commutative.
Proof. Let éEg-i = {y|y is an F-cycle such that S(0)(y) E Ts,}. Suppose first that 0: S -» S' is a strong homomorphism and that y = C(e = e0, . . ., e" = e) £ St-i. Then y' = S(0)(y) = C(eo0, . . . , e"0) £ 1> and so (e0e, . . . e")0 = eo0 . . . e"0 = eo0, so e0e, . . . e" E E(S). But if C is an F-chain then ws(C) £ Fe<_ n Ly and so e0 . . . e" G Heo = He and it follows that e0. . . e" = e. Thus y E Ts and so in particular y is T-commutative.
Suppose conversely that every F-cycle in &e-¡ is T-commutative. Then &e-i coincides with the set Te-, defined in the proof of Theorem 4.3(3), and so by the proof of that theorem, Ts = (y|y is an F-cycle with S(0)(y) E IY}. Suppose now that for some ex, e2, . . . , en G E we have e,0 . . . e"0 = ë E E(S'). Let . . ,/"_,e") and C = §(0)(C). Now ëE M((fn_xe")9, (exfx)9), so by [20, Proposition 2.14] there exists e E E such that e E A/(/n_,e", e,/,) and e0 = ë. Then (/n_,en)e uf"_xen and ((/n-.0^)Ö = (/n-,e")0e0 =/"_,0e"0e0 = 4-A"0 = (/"_1e")0.
Since the congruence classes of ker 0 are rectangular, we have that (f"-Xe")e = fn-\en-Hence/"_,e"£e. Similarly e&e,/,. It follows that C(e, exfx)CC(f"_xe", e) is an F-cycle whose image is the F(S')-cycle C(e0, (exfx)9)C'C((fn_xen)9, e9), which is in rs, since ws,(C) = ë. Hence C(e, ^i/i)CC(/n_,en, e) E Ts. This implies that e(ei/i)vvs(^X/n-ien)e = e and so ws(C) = e. Hence e, . . . e" = e and in particular e, . . . e" E F(S). Thus the homomorphism 0 is strong, as required.
We turn now to the question of building regular idempotent-generated semigroups which are coextensions of regular idempotent-generated semigroups by rectangular bands. We need to impose an additional condition on the <j> and \p mappings of §3 in this case. Theorem 4.5. Let 5" be a regular idempotent-generated semigroup with E(S') = F and let E = E(F, {Ea},$,\¡¡) be the coextension of F by the rectangular biordered sets Ea (a E F) described in Theorem 3.8. Suppose that in addition to (P1)-(P3) and their duals, the <j> and \p mappings satisfy the following condition.
(P4) Let C(eo, e" . . . , e") be an E-cycle and f -(/, X) to e0; let 9(e¡) = a, (i = 0, 1, ... , n), 9(f) = ß and let ß* C(ao, a" . . . , aj = C(ßo, ßx, . . . , ß"). Then if C (a0, a" . . . , a" If S is the richest regular idempotent-generated semigroup with E(S) = F such that the bimorphism 9: E -» F extends to a homomorphism from S onto S' then S is a coextension of S' by the rectangular bands Ea (a G F). Conversely, if S is a coextension of S' by rectangular bands then the <¡> and ¡p mappings associated with the extension of F = E(S') by rectangular biordered sets satisfy condition (P4).
Proof. Suppose that F is the coextension of F by the rectangular biordered sets F0 described in Theorem 3.8 and let C(e0, ex, . . . , e") be an F-cycle in F such that 0(e,) = a, (/ = 0, 1, . . . , n) and C(oo, a" . . . , a") E Ts,: let / = (i, X) w e0 = e" and let 9(f) = ß. Since C(a0, ax, . . . , a") £ Ts, C(aç, . . . , a") is T-commutative in F and so ß * C(a0, ax, . . . , a") = C( ß0, ßx, . . . , ßn) is a T-commutative F-cycle in We shall now obtain the analogous result for regular partial bands. If Bx and B2 are two regular partial bands then Bx is called an enrichment of B2 if E(BX) = E(B2) = F and if the identity mapping iE is a (partial algebra) homomorphism from B2 onto Bx (i.e., if ef exists in B2 then this product exists in Bx and the products coincide). In this case we say that Bx is richer than B2 or that B2 is poorer than Bx. From the results of Clifford [5] we see that corresponding to each biordered set F there is a richest regular partial band ER determining F and a poorest regular partial band F0 determining F. The richest regular partial band ER is the fundamental closure of F (see Clifford [4] ): it has the property that every T-commutative F-square in F is a rectangular band in ER. The poorest regular partial band is the 'free' regular partial band generated by F-it is the regular partial band of the universal (or free) idempotent-generated semigroup determined by F (see Clifford [5] or Pastijn [24] or Nambooripad [20] ).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use A mapping 9 from the regular partial band Bx to the regular partial band B2 is called a (regular partial band) homomorphism if 0 is a bimorphism from E(BX) to E(B2) which preserves the products in Bx, i.e., (a) if (e,f) E DB¡ then (e0,/0) E DB% and (ef)9 = (e9)(ß); and (b) S(e,f)9 C S(e0,/0)Ve,/ E Ä,.
We say that 0 is a strong homomorphism (or that Bx is a s/rong coextension of F^ if 0 is a homomorphism and (e,/) E £>B, if and only if (e9,fi) E DBi.
We now prove a proposition which estabhshes when a bimorphism from E(B) to F(F') is a (regular partial band) homomorphism from B to F'. (2) By Theorem 4.3(2), there is a poorest idempotent-generated semigroup 5" such that 0 extends to a homomorphism of U(B) into S'. Then 0 is a homomorphism of B into B(S') and B(S') is obviously the poorest regular partial band on E' with this property.
(3) By Theorem 4.3(3), there is a richest idempotent-generated semigroup S such that 0 extends to a homomorphism of S into U(B'). Then 0 is a homomorphism of B(S) into B(U(B')) = B' and B(S) is the richest regular partial band with this property.
Note that if 0: B -* B' is a strong coextension of regular partial bands then B is, in particular, the richest regular partial band on E(B) such that 0 is a homomorphism. From the foregoing theorem, we deduce the following analogue for regular partial bands of Theorem 4.4 which can be proved using minor modifications to the proof of Theorem 4.4. Proof. This is proved by making a minor modification to the proof of Theorem 4.5, using Proposition 4.7 instead of Theorem 4.4. It is easy to see that condition (P4) may be replaced by (P5) when we restrict attention to those F-cycles which are in fact 4-cycles. Remark. We close this section by relating Theorem 4.8 to Petrich's construction of bands [26] . Clearly a band (viewed as a regular partial band) is a strong coextension of a semilattice by rectangular bands. Thus by Corollary 3.9 a band may be constructed from a semilattice F, a family of rectangular bands Ea = Ia X Aa (a G F) and a family of mappings <f>¡¡ and \pß for e £ Ea and ß < a which satisfy (S1)-(S3) and (P5). It is routine to see that conditions (S2) and (P5) imply that if e, / E Ea and ß < a, then <f>|<^ = <¡>jf and \p¡}\¡/j¡ = \p$, so the map <J>a/s: Ea -» <ö*(Iß) X ^)(Aß) given by e4>a ß = (<pß, \pß) for e E Ea is a homomorphism.
The (f> and \p mappings reduce to the mappings considered by Petrich [26] and the conditions (S1)-(S3) and (P5) (and their duals) may fairly routinely be shown to be equivalent to Petrich's conditions. As we remarked earher, this points out the distinction between "solid biordered sets" and "orthodox biordered sets".
In a later paper we shall show how to obtain a theorem describing the structure of coextensions of all regular semigroups by rectangular bands: this theorem is analogous to Hall's "spined product" theorem [12] describing the structure of orthodox semigroups.
5. Normal coextensions. Let 0 be a bimorphism from the biordered set F onto the biordered set F and for each a G F let Ea be the congruence class Ea = {e £ F: e0 = a). Each Ea is a biordered subset of F. We say that the coextension F of F is normal if it satisfies the following:
(N) if ß to a in F and e E Fa, then there is a unique/ E Eß such that/ to e. Clearly if F is a normal coextension of F then to is trivial on each of the biordered subsets Ea (a G F) and so it follows immediately that each Ea is a rectangular biordered set, and so F is a coextension of F by the rectangular biordered sets Ea (a G F).
Major simplifications in the preceding theory for constructing coextensions occur in the normal case. We denote the value of a constant map 0 from a set 5 to a set T by <0 > in the proof of the following proposition. Suppose conversely that all maps in <f> u \p are constant. Let ß to a in F and e G Ea and let <<^/})> = ' and (\p¡e(fi)) = X. Clearly (/', X) w e and (/', X) E Eß.
Suppose that (j, p) G Eß and (j, p) o> e. Then (J, p)wre, so §^p)(j) = j and so j = i: similarly p = X and so (j, p) = (/, X). Thus the coextension is normal.
Normal coextensions may be constructed by means of the following theorem, which provides a major simplification of Theorem 3.8 in this case. On F = UaeFEa define quasi-orders wr and u1 as follows: Let e G Ea and f G Eß, define fure iff ßwra and exa,/8o6l/ in Eß u Eßa, and fu'e iff ßu'a and eX,,aß£f in Eß U Eaß. For fure define ef = f and fe = ex«,/*,, and for fu'e define ef = eXa^ß and fe = f. Then relative to these products E becomes a biordered set which is a normal coextension of F by the rectangular biordered sets Ea (a G F). Every normal coextension of F is obtained this way.
Proof. Suppose first that we start with a biordered set F and a family x of mappings satisfying (N1)-(N3) and their duals. Let e £ Ea, y k a, /86ly and / E 4 = 4 Define ^ß): Iß = /,-» Iay = 1^ by <t>^ß)(i) =j where (/, p) is the element (j, p) = eXa¡aya G Eaya. If for some y' E r(ß) we also have y' k a, then ay'a6lay'6laY6laya, so by (N2), exa,aYC,6lexaoy'a: thus the maps <$>^ß) are well defined and are clearly constant maps. The maps ^¡(ß) are defined dually: if e E Ea, y£/8, y k a and ex",aya = (j, p) then for all X £ A^ = Ay we define M't'ß) = i*! again the \p^ß) maps are well-defined constant maps. Hence u = v and so <¡>reM<j>^y) = <¡>^y). Hence the </> and ^ mappings satisfy (P2). Now suppose that e G Ea, f G Eß, y E S(a, ß), 8 G M(a, ß) and A E Fy n M(e,f) and let X E As. Suppose that X^fi) = p £ Aä and that p*^£) = t, so that fXß.ßgß -(/> T) for some/ E 4s/s-Now there exists an F-square Thus by Theorem 3.8, F = E(F, {Fa}, <j>, \p) is a coextension of F by the rectangular biordered sets Fa (a E F); the coextension is normal by Proposition 5.1 since the <|> and \j/ maps are constant maps.
Suppose conversely that F = E(F, {Ea}, <j>, \p) is a normal coextension of F by the rectangular bands Ea (a G F). If ß to a and e E F" define ex»,/? = / if / is the element in Eß with / to e. It is easy to check from the definition of normal coextension that the Xa.ß mappings satisfy (Nl) and (N3). To check (N2), suppose that a6l/8, y615, y to a, 5 w ß and that e6l/ for some e G Ea, f G Eß. If ex",Y = (/', X) and fxßyS = (/, p) then (/', p)uf and (/', ¡u,) £ Es so we must have /' =/ by normality. This completes the proof of the theorem.
We denote the coextension obtained in this manner by E(F, {Ea}, x)-As a corollary we deduce the following result. Let B and B' be regular partial bands. B is called a normal coextension of B' if there is a strong homomorphism 0 from B onto B' such that the following condition is satisfied: if e E B, e9 = a and ß to a in F' then there is a unique / E B such that/to e. Clearly if F is a normal coextension of B' then E(B) is a normal coextension of E(B'). We have the following method for constructing normal coextensions of regular partial bands.
Theorem 5.4. Ler B' be a regular partial band with E(B') = F and let E = E(F, {Ea}, x) be a normal coextension of F by the rectangular biordered sets Ea (a G F). Let B be the richest regular partial band such that the natural bimorphism 9: E -» F extends to a homomorphism from B onto B'. Then B is a normal coextension of B' and every normal coextension of B' is obtained this way.
Proof. By Theorem 4.8 we need only check that the <¡> and \p mappings associated with the coextension F of F satisfy condition (P5). So let eo e\ e3 e2
be an F-square in F, 9(e¡) = a, for /' = 0, 1, 2, 3 and a" a.
ou a-> a rectangular band in F, and let t = (i, X) G oj(e0) with 0(f) = ß. Suppose that <$>^ß)(i) = j and <$>^ß)(i) = A. By definition of the </> mappings associated with the normal coextension (proof of Theorem 5.3) we see that ex, ,a ßa = (j, p) and e2Xa2.a2(ßaua2 = (4 ") f°r some p, v. But e26le3 and a3ßa3 = a3/86l(a3/8)a2 = a2(ßa,) = a2(ßa,)a2 since is T-commutative in F, so by condition (N2), / = A. Similarly Xi/^ = X\pf(ß), so condition (P5) is satisfied as required.
We close the paper by reformulating Theorem 5.2 in category-theoretical language. Let F = E(F, {F"}, x) be a normal coextension of a biordered set F. Let 4= {r(a):a G F), AF = {1(a): a G F).
Then IF and AF are partially ordered sets with the obvious partial orders; viz: r(a) < r(ß) iff awrß and 1(a) < /(ß) iff aw'/J. For each r(a) E IF let XäM«)) = Ia and for each r(a), r(ß) E 4 with r(a) < r(ß) and / E 4 let ¡xR(r(ß), r(a)) =j where for some X E Aa, (/, X)^^ = (j, P) for some p G Aaß. Then axiom (N2) implies that X/?(Kß), K«)) is a well-defined function from Iß into Ia. Also the hypothesis Ia = Ia, if a6la' implies that XäW«)) is also well defined. Thus it follows from axioms (Nl) and (N2) that x* is a functor from IF into the category of sets. Dually, we have a functor Xl-^f~* Sets. Note that for each a G F, Ea = x*(K«)) x XlCÍ«)) and for ß to a and e = (/', X) E Ea, ex.,ß = 0X*(K«), Kß)), \Xl(/(«). /(i8))).
Suppose conversely that we are given two functors Xr: 4 ~* Sets and Xl-AF -^ Sets. If we define Ea (a E F) and x,,/? ( ß to a) as above, it is immediate that the family of mappings x = {Xa,p} satisfies conditions (Nl), (N2), (N3) and their duals. Thus we may reformulate Theorem 5.2 as follows.
Theorem 5.5. Let F be a biordered set and Xr and Xl be two set-value functors from the partially ordered sets IF = F/61 and AF = F/£ respectively. For each a G F, write 4 = X*(K«)) X XlV(<*)) and E= \J Ea. (ixAr(a), r(aß)), p) if ßu'a, p = Xx^a), l{ß)).
